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Abstract
In this work we extend the notion of universal quantum Hamiltonians to the setting
of translationally-invariant systems. We present a construction that allows a two-
dimensional spin lattice with nearest-neighbour interactions, open boundaries, and
translational symmetry to simulate any local target Hamiltonian—i.e. to reproduce the
whole of the target system within its low-energy subspace to arbitrarily-high precision.
Since this implies the capability to simulate non-translationally-invariant many-body
systems with translationally-invariant couplings, any effect such as characteristics com-
monly associated to systems with external disorder, e.g. many-body localization, can
also occur within the low-energy Hilbert space sector of translationally-invariant sys-
tems. Then we sketch a variant of the universal lattice construction optimized for
simulating translationally-invariant target Hamiltonians.
Finally we prove that qubit Hamiltonians consisting of Heisenberg or XY interactions
of varying interaction strengths restricted to the edges of a connected translationally-
invariant graph embedded in RD are universal, and can efficiently simulate any geo-
metrically local Hamiltonian in RD .
∗stephen.piddock@bristol.ac.uk
†jkrb2@cam.ac.uk
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1 Introduction
Quantum computing has shown promise as an emerging technology to solve instances of
difficult computing tasks with higher efficiency than possible classically; from optimisation
[GAW19; Mon20], linear algebra [HHL09; Ber+17], search and number-theoretic problems
[Mon16], language processing [AGS18; Wie+19], to machine learning [Per+14; McC+16;
BSP19; LCW19; WHB19]. One particularly promising application in the realm of near-term
quantum computing—without access to full error-correction—is that of analogue quantum
simulation [Llo96; BK02; KM15; Bab+18; CS19].
An alternative to digital quantum simulation—where a physical system is simulated using
methods akin to the ones we would employ on a classical computer—analogue simulation
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aims to reproduce the physics of a target Hamiltonian of interest with another Hamiltonian
over which the user has full control, by implementing the target dynamics directly within the
host system. A rigorous definition of analogue simulation was given in [CMP18] (extending
that in [BH17]), where intuitively the entirety of the target Hamiltonian is contained in the
low energy space of the simulator Hamiltonian. This is strong enough to capture many
important properties of the target systems, such as the full spectrum—eigenvectors and
eigenvalues—, partition function, and correlation functions.
Understanding which quantum Hamiltonians can simulate each other is thus important not
only for potentially implementing such simulations in the laboratory, but also to understand
the behaviour, complexity, and phenomenology that can emerge within the simulating host
system.
It was also shown in [CMP18] that simple families of Hamiltonians can in fact simulate all
other finite dimensional Hamiltonians, a property called universality. For example systems
of qubits consisting only of Heisenberg interactions (or alternatively XY interactions) with
varying interactions strengths were both shown to be universal, even when restricted to the
edges of a square lattice. However, all universality results to date concerned families of
interactions whose interaction strengths varied from site to site.
Our first main result is the existence of a translationally-invariant universal simulator,
which consists of the same interaction between nearest neighbours in a 2D grid.
Theorem 1. For a square lattice of qudits of size W × H, there exist 1-local interactions
h(1), h(2), as well as 2-local interactions hvert(1),hvert(2),hhor(1),hhor(2) such that the family of
Hamiltonians of the form
Hsim(W, H) := ∆1H1 + ∆2H2
are universal; where H1 and H2 are both given by
Hk =
W∑
i=1
H∑
j=1
h
(k)
(i, j) +
W∑
i=1
H−1∑
j=1
h
vert(k)
(i, j),(i, j+1) +
W−1∑
i=1
H∑
j=1
h
hor(k)
(i, j),(i+1, j)
and ∆1,∆2 ∈ R are scaling parameters, which depend on W and H as
∆2 = W × H and ∆1 = W5 × H5.
To (∆, η, ǫ)-simulate a specific target local Hamiltonian Htarget on n qudits with interaction
strengths at most Jmax, the lattice size W × H must be chosen to be
W,H = poly
(
∆,
1
η
,
1
ǫ
, Jmax
)
2poly(n).
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Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 10 and 11, wherein Hsim is con-
structed explicitly, using techniques from Hamiltonian complexity literature; more specifi-
cally by encoding computation into the spectrum of a translationally-invariant Hamiltonian.
Similar techniques were used to prove that the local Hamiltonian problem is QMAEXP-
complete [GI09] for a translationally-invariant spin chain in 1D; in our setting we utilize
such a “history state” Hamiltonian to prepare a background field within which an already-
known universal Hamiltonian emerges as effective low-energy theory. We achieve this by
combining the history state Hamiltonian with a tiling background, akin to the methods
utilized in [BP17; BCW19].
History state constructions all have the property that the local dimension of the qudits at
each site is constant, but potentially very large. This property directly translates to our result
here. We leave it as an open problem to work out how much this local dimension can be
reduced as was done for the case of the local Hamiltonian problem in [BCO17].
Note that the Hamiltonian Hsim from Theorem 1 does not have periodic boundary condi-
tions (but open ones), and thus is not translationally invariant in the sense of commuting with
a shift operator. Although previous work on the local Hamiltonian problem shows that the
hardness results can hold up even for Hamiltonians with periodic boundary conditions [GI09,
Ch. 5.8], we do not expect to be able to prove that such systems are universal. The ground
space in Gottesman and Irani’s hardness construction is at least N-fold degenerate due to
the shift invariance. In fact, demanding translational invariance implies that all eigenspaces
of a Hamiltonian are also symmetric with respect to this shift operator. Consequently this
would seem to make it impossible for a universality result to hold, given the importance of
locality in the definition of simulation.
We also comment on the efficiency of this simulation: both the number of qudits WH
and the interaction strengths ∆1,∆2 of the simulator system are exponential in the number of
qudits of the target system. This violates the definition of efficient simulation presented in
[CMP18], which requires a polynomial relation between these quantities for simulating local
Hamiltonians; but we note that is unavoidable for a translationally-invariant system such as
this. Since the only free parameters left in the Hamiltonian Hsim are the side lengths W
and H, it is impossible to simulate all (exponentially many) local Hamiltonians on n qudits,
using a simulator Hamiltonians of size at most poly(n).
If we are only interested in simulating systems which are themselves translationally invari-
ant, then this counting-based counterargument no longer applies. Indeed, in Section 4, we
sketch how to construct a translationally-invariant family of Hamiltonians that can simulate
any translationally-invariant Hamiltonian in 2D on n qudits, using at most poly(n) qudits in
the simulator.
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In the final part of the paper, qubit interactions are considered. However, since the methods
of [GI09; BCO17] do not apply, we are not able to prove universality for translationally-
invariant systems. Instead we consider qubit Hamiltonians of a single interaction type
(Heisenberg interactions or XY interactions) restricted to the edges of a translationally-
invariant graph, but with interaction strengths which are allowed to vary.
Let G be a graph, and let S be a set of 2-local interactions. We will use the notation SG-
Hamiltonians to denote the family of Hamiltonians of linear combinations of interactions
from S restricted to the edges of G. The interaction graph of any Hamiltonian in SG-
Hamiltonians must be a subgraph of G.
It is already known that qubit interactions on a square lattice are universal; an argument
that is based on using perturbative gadget constructions [OT08]. These constructions are
only efficient (i.e. the interaction strengths are O(poly(n))) when the target Hamiltonian is
spatially sparse. In Section 5.1, we generalise these results to D spatial dimensions, and show
that the square—or (hyper-)cubic—lattice is not a special case, but in fact any connected
translationally-invariant graph will do.
Theorem 2. Let G be a connected translationally-invariant graph embedded in RD for
D ≥ 2. Let S be {X X + YY + Z Z} or {X X + YY }. Then SG-Hamiltonians are universal
and can efficiently simulate all geometrically local Hamiltonians in RD .
1.1 Many-Body Localization in Translationally-Invariant Spin Models
Many-body localization is an extensively-studied phenomenon occurring in many-body
systems with disorder, instigated by Anderson’s seminal work on disorder-suppressed spin
diffusion processes in lattices subject to a randomized energy potential [And58]. Anderson
showed that at sufficiently low energy densities (as compared to the randomized potential),
no transport takes place: wavefunctions are concentrated within small spatial regions—they
are localized.
While there exists no strict definition of many-body localization, there exist various meth-
ods to verify properties attributed to the presence or absence of localization in experimental
or theoretical models [Smi+16; Smi+17], not all of which are equivalent or compatible
[Cro17; Pan+18, Sec. 6.1.6]. For instance, one idea is to assess whether a system dynam-
ically thermalizes, when an unbalanced initial state is supplied: if the state thermalizes,
any memory of the initial imbalance is lost [Sch+15]. Another method is to measure the
spread of correlations throughout the system: the growth of entanglement entropy becomes
an indicator of the diffusion velocity, and thus a measure of localization [EAS17] (cf. Lieb-
Robinson bounds, [LR72]). Since such systems exhibiting many-body localization can fail
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to thermalize at long time scales, they are candidate counterexamples for the eigenstate
thermalization hypothesis [BAA06; De +19].
Despite many-body localization occurring naturally in systems with disorder, in recent
years many translationally-invariant systems with similar indications have been studied,
e.g. slow/nonergodic density relaxations in the thermodynamic limit [SSM15], or slow
entanglement entropy growth, typical of localization in interacting systems with disorder,
as mentioned; a phenomenon Yao et al. name quasi-many-body localization [Yao+16].
In order to observe these quasi-localization effects, the disordered initial state method
had been successfully employed [Smi+17]. However, despite exhibiting localization-like
effects, at very long time scales ergodicity is restored in these systems; only a tight binding
model studied by Vidal, Mosseri, and Douçot prevents propagation of wave packets exactly
[VMD98].
In 2017, Smith et al. empirically observed a translationally-invariant Hamiltonian on a
one-dimensional lattice which exhibits dynamical localization without any external disorder
[Smi+17]; the model the authors describe is that of spinless fermions, coupled via spin-
1/2 particles; while the spin subsystem eventually equilibrates, the fermionic subsystem
retains memory of the initial state [Smi+17]. Advances in experimental and computational
techniques have made it possible to study many more such effects, and we refer the reader
to the extensive overview and discussion presented in [Pan+19], in which the author provide
evidence for non-thermalizing behaviour in the quantum East model—where the Hilbert
space fractions into small blocks, protected from transitions between the different sectors
[Rak+19].
As discussed in [Cro17, Sec. 6.3], a translationally-invariant many-body system is “intrin-
sically incapable of reproducing” all of the effects associated to many-body localization.
In contrast, in this work we show that within the framework of quantum simulation, a
translationally-invariant system can—within its low-energy subspace—simulate any non-
translationally-invariant Hamiltonian; in particular, this implies that the entire spectrum,
and thus all of the observable effects such as correlations and thermalization behaviour, of
a disordered local Hamiltonian can be reproduced to arbitrary precision by translationally-
invariant couplings within the simulator system.
As mentioned in Section 1—due to the definition of simulation, which only requires to
reproduce the spectrum of a target Hamiltonian within the low-energy subspace of the simula-
tor, and due to a parameter counting argument—there exists an exponential spatial overhead
when simulating a translationally non-invariant many-body system with a translationally-
invariant one. In essence, this means that any such many-body localization effects have to
be concentrated within a small lattice region, and thus also only a small region of the Hilbert
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space. Yet if our aim is to reproduce random interaction strengths across the entire spin
lattice—instead of reproducing a specific set of random couplings—similar methods as the
ones developed herein can be used to achieve this effect (see the discussion in Section 6).
2 Background and Preliminaries
2.1 Universal Hamiltonians
Here we provide the formal definitions of the simulation concepts introduced in the intro-
duction.
Definition 3 (Special case of definition in [CMP18]; variant of definition in [BH17]). We
say that H ′ is a (∆, η, ǫ)-simulation of H if there exists a local isometry V =⊗i Vi such
that:
1. There exists an isometry V˜ such that V˜V˜† = S≤∆(H ′) and ‖V˜ − V ‖ ≤ η;
2. ‖H ′≤∆ − V˜HV˜†‖ ≤ ǫ .
We say that a family F ′ of Hamiltonians can simulate a family F of Hamiltonians if, for
any H ∈ F and any η, ǫ > 0 and ∆ ≥ ∆0 (for some ∆0 > 0), there exists H ′ ∈ F ′
such that H ′ is a (∆, η, ǫ)-simulation of H. We say that the simulation is efficient if, in
addition, for H acting on n qudits and H ′ acting on m qudits , ‖H ′‖ = poly(n, 1/η, 1/ǫ,∆)
and m = poly(n, 1/η, 1/ǫ,∆); H ′ is efficiently computable given H, ∆, η and ǫ; and each
isometry Vi maps to O(1) qudits.
Definition 4 ([CMP18]). We say that a family of Hamiltonians is universal if any (finite-
dimensional) Hamiltonian can be simulated by a Hamiltonian from the family. We say that
the universal simulator is efficient if the simulation is efficient for all local Hamiltonians.
Theorem 5. Let S be any fixed set of two-qubit and one-qubit interactions such that S
contains at least one interaction which is not 1-local. Then:
• If there exists U ∈ SU(2) such that U locally diagonalises S, then S-Hamiltonians
are universal classical Hamiltonian simulators [CC16];
• Otherwise, if there exists U ∈ SU(2) such that, for each 2-qubit matrix Hi ∈ S,
U⊗2Hi(U†)⊗2 = αiZ ⊗2 + Ai ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ Bi, where αi ∈ R and Ai, Bi are arbitrary
single-qubit Hamiltonians, thenS-Hamiltonians are universal stoquastic Hamiltonian
simulators [CM16; BH17];
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• Otherwise, S-Hamiltonians are universal quantum Hamiltonian simulators.
The following theorem, proven in [CMP18], describes the simulation ability of XY and
Heisenberg interactionswhen restricted to the edges of a 2D square lattice. Wewill generalise
this result to higher spatial dimensions and other interaction patterns in Section 5.
Theorem 6 ([CMP18]). Let denote a 2D square lattice, and let S be {X X +YY + Z Z} or
{X X +YY }. Then S-Hamiltonians are universal, and can efficiently simulate all spatially
sparse local Hamiltonians
2.2 Perturbation Theory
In order to prove our main result we will need the following first order perturbation theory
result about simulation, from [BH17] and rephrased slightly for our definition of simulation
in [CMP18].
Lemma 7 (First-order simulation [BH17; CMP18]). Let H0 and H1 be Hamiltonians acting
on the same space, and let Π− be the projector onto the ground space of H0. Suppose that
H0 has spectral gap ≥ 1 and that there exists a local isometry V such that VV† = Π− andVHtargetV† − Π−H1Π− ≤ ǫ/2. (1)
Then Hsim = ∆H0+H1 (∆/2, η, ǫ)-simulates Htarget, provided that∆ ≥ O(‖H1‖2/ǫ+ ‖H1‖/η).
2.2.1 Mediator Gadgets
Oliveira and Terhal developed perturbative gadgets which "mediate" a 2-local interaction
between qubits which do not directly interact, but which interact with a common "mediator"
qubit. These gadgets were called subdivision, fork and crossing gadgets for the three slightly
different ways in which they can be applied.
In [PM17], a similar set of gadgets were constructed which use only XY interactions or
Heisenberg interactions. The effect of these interactions is described in the language of
simulations in Lemma 8, and in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
Lemma 8 ([PM17]). Let H0 = hab and λ, µ ∈ R. Let ǫ, η > 0 and let ∆ ≫ 1
ǫ2
+
1
η2
. Then
∆H0 + ∆
1
2 H2 + H1 (∆/2, ǫ, η)-simulates the following interactions:
1. Subdivision
a) λh12 when H2 = h1a + λh2b and H1 = 0.
b) −λh12 when H2 = h1a + λh2a and H1 = 0.
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1 2a b
1 2
(a) Positive Subdivision gadget
1 2a
b
1 2
(b) Negative Subdivision gadget
Figure 1: Subdivision gadgets from [PM17] for Heisenberg and XY interactions. In each
case the top interaction pattern is simulated using the gadget underneath. White
vertices denote mediator qubits and the thick lines indicate a heavy 2-local inter-
action term.
2. Fork λh13 + µh23 when H2 = h3b − λh1a − µh2a and H1 = λµh12.
3. Crossing λh14 + µh23 when
H2 = h1a + h2a − λhb4 − µhb4
H1 = h12 − λh24 − µh13 + λµh34.
See Figure 1 and Figure 2 which shows the interaction graphs for each of these gadgets.
Furthermore, these gadgets can be applied tomultiple qubits in a system in parallel without
separate gadgets interfering with each other; see [CMP18] for details.
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12
ab3
1
2
3
(a) Fork gadget
1 2
a
b
3 4
1 2
3 4
(b) Crossing gadget
Figure 2: Fork and crossing gadgets from [PM17] for Heisenberg or XY interactions. In
each case the top interaction pattern is simulated using the gadget underneath.
White vertices denote mediator qubits and the thick lines indicate a heavy 2-local
interaction term.
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3 Translationally-Invariant Qudit Hamiltonians
In this section, we construct a simulator Hamiltonian Hsim with translationally-invariant
nearest-neighbour interactions on a square lattice with open boundary conditions, and such
that its low energy space approximates an arbitrary target Hamiltonian Htarget. Since the
only parameter to encode the target Hamiltonian’s interactions in Hsim is the size of the
simulating lattice Λsim, there will naturally be an exponential overhead in the number of
lattice sites as compared to the original Hilbert space of the target Hamiltonian, and so we are
not concerned with the simulation being efficient here. For the special case where the target
Hamiltonian is itself translationally invariant, we present a modified variant in Section 4.
To prove our main result, Theorem 1, we recall that the Heisenberg interaction (hHeis =
X X + YY + Z Z) was proven to be universal in [CMP18], even when restricted to the edges
of a square lattice, see Theorem 6. It will therefore suffice to simulate the following target
Hamiltonian
Htarget =
n∑
i=1
n−1∑
j=1
αi jh
Heis
(i, j),(i, j+1) +
n−1∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
βi jh
Heis
(i, j),(i+1, j)
for arbitrary choices of αi j and βi j .
We will first prove this result assuming there exists a HA with some nice ground state
properties, as outlined inTheorem 9. Then inSection 3, wewill show that such aHamiltonian
can indeed be constructed.
First we show that it suffices to construct a translationally-invariant 2D lattice Hamiltonian
with a constant spectral gap whose groundstate encodes the interaction strengths of the target
Hamiltonian.
Theorem 9. There exists a translationally-invariant 2-local Hamiltonian HA on a 2D grid
of qudits of dimension d for some constant d, and a growing function ∆2(W, H) such that
for any choice of real numbers {αi j }i, j∈{1,...n} and {βi j }i, j∈{1,...n} and δ > 0, there exists a
choice of side lengths W and H for HA such that the following is true:
1. There is a unique ground state |Ψ0〉 and the spectral gap is Ω(1)
2. There exist projectors P(1), P(2) and P(3) on Cd such that
〈Ψ0 | P(3)(i, j) |Ψ0〉 =

0 if i ≤ n and j ≤ n
1 otherwise
and for i, j ≤ n we have〈Ψ0 | P(1)(i, j) |Ψ0〉 − αi j∆2
 ≤ δ and 〈Ψ0 | P(2)(i, j) |Ψ0〉 − βi j∆2
 ≤ δ.
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We remark that although the function ∆2 may look like an unusual part of the require-
ments of the Hamiltonian HA, it is necessary because otherwise it would be impossible for
〈Ψ0 | P(1)(i, j) |Ψ0〉 to approximate any αi j, βi j > 1.
We now prove that the existence of a Hamiltonian satisfying the properties of Theorem 9
allows us to construct a 2D translationally-invariant Hamiltonian Hsim which can simulate an
arbitrary (not necessarily translationally-invariant) Hamiltonian of Heisenberg interactions
on a square lattice.
Lemma 10. Let HA = (Cd)⊗WH and HB = (C2)⊗WH be two W × H sized grids of qudits
and qubits respectively. Let HA acting on HA satisfy the conditions of Theorem 9. Let
P(1), P(2) and P(3) be projectors on Cd, and let
HAB =
W∑
i=1
H−1∑
j=1
P
(1)
(i, j) ⊗ hHeis(i, j),(i, j+1) +
W−1∑
i=1
H∑
j=1
P
(2)
(i, j) ⊗ hHeis(i, j),(i+1, j)
act onHA ⊗ HB.
Then, provided that ∆1 ≥
(
∆
2
2
W2H2/ǫ + ∆2WH/η
)
, and δ ≤ ǫ/(4∆2n2), the Hamiltonian
Hsim := ∆1
©­«HA ⊗ IB +
W∑
i=1
H∑
j=1
P
(3)
(i, j) ⊗ |1〉〈1|(i, j)
ª®¬ + ∆2HAB
(∆1/2, η, ǫ)-simulates the Hamiltonian Htarget
Htarget =
n∑
i=1
n−1∑
j=1
αi jh
Heis
(i, j),(i, j+1) +
n−1∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
βi jh
Heis
(i, j),(i+1, j) .
Proof. We prove this result by applying Lemma 7. To match the notation in Lemma 7,
let H0 = HA ⊗ IB +
∑W
i=1
∑H
j=1 P
(3)
(i, j) ⊗ |1〉〈1|(i, j) and H1 = ∆2HAB. We decompose HB =
(C2)⊗WH = (C2)⊗n2 ⊗ (C2)⊗(WH−n2) = HB1 ⊗ HB2 , where HB1 contains the n2 qubits in
the corner of the grid where 〈Ψ0 | P(3)(i, j) |Ψ0〉 = 0. Note that with respect to this split, the
groundspace of H0 is equal to |Ψ0〉 ⊗ (C2)⊗n2 ⊗ |0〉(WH−n
2).
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We take V : |φ〉 → |Ψ0〉 ⊗ |φ〉 ⊗ |0〉⊗(WH−n
2) to be the local isometry from (C2)n2 to
HA ⊗ HB, noting that VV† = |Ψ0〉〈Ψ0 | ⊗ IB1 ⊗ |0〉〈0|⊗(WH−n
2) is the projector onto the
ground space of H0. It is straightforward to check that
Π−H1Π− =
(
|Ψ0〉〈Ψ0 | ⊗ IB1 ⊗ |0〉〈0|⊗(WH−n
2)
)
∆2HAB
(
|Ψ0〉〈Ψ0 | ⊗ IB1 ⊗ |0〉〈0|⊗(WH−n
2)
)
(2)
= |Ψ0〉〈Ψ0 | ⊗ ©­«
∑n
i=1
∑n−1
j=1 ∆2 〈Ψ0 | P(1)(i, j) |Ψ0〉 hHeis(i, j),(i, j+1)
+
∑n−1
i=1
∑n
j=1 ∆2 〈Ψ0 | P(3)(i, j) |Ψ0〉 hHeis(i, j),(i+1, j)
ª®¬ ⊗ |0〉〈0|⊗(WH−n2)
(3)
= VH˜targetV
† (4)
where
H˜target =
n∑
i=1
n−1∑
j=1
∆2 〈Ψ0 | P(1)(i, j) |Ψ0〉 hHeis(i, j),(i, j+1) +
n−1∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
∆2 〈Ψ0 | P(3)(i, j) |Ψ0〉 hHeis(i, j),(i+1, j)
Finally, recalling that by Lemma 9〈Ψ0 | P(1)(i, j) |Ψ0〉 − αi j∆2
 ≤ δ and 〈Ψ0 | P(2)(i, j) |Ψ0〉 − βi j∆2
 ≤ δ,
and so H˜target − Htarget ≤ n∑
i=1
n−1∑
j=1
∆2δ
hHeis(i, j),(i, j+1) + n−1∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
∆2δ
hHeis(i, j),(i+1, j)
= 2n(n − 1)∆2δ ≤ ǫ/2.
The result now follows from Lemma 7 and noting that ‖HAB ‖ ≤ WH.
3.1 Simulator Hamiltonian Construction
In this sectionwe constructively prove the existence of aHamiltonian described in Theorem 9.
The Hamiltonian HA therein will be defined on a square qudit lattice Λsim, with one- and
two-local horizontal and vertical nearest neighbour interactions; these interactions will be
translationally invariant.
The overall construction will be as follows.
1. We construct a tile set that translates the lattice side lengths W ×H to binary numbers
on the left and lower edge, respectively; W = 2n + 2b for some n, b ∈ N, n < b/2, and
H ∈ N, b ≤ H arbitrary.
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2. We use the single 1 located at position b offset from the lower left corner on the left
edge to mark a right triangle of side length b in the lower left of Λsim.
3. We use the single 1 located at position n offset from the lower left corner on the left
edge to mark a square of size n×n in the lower left ofΛsim, which sits atop the triangle.
4. Define a history state Hamiltonian that executes a quantum Turing machine with a 1D
tape, which is defined such that it starts in the lower left corner of Λsim, continues
horizontally until it encounters the diagonal boundary of the triangle, where it wraps
around towards the left edge. In the same fashion it winds upwards across the entire
marked triangle.
5. The program that the history state Hamiltonian executes is such that at each location
(i, j) within the marked square a qubit
θi, j 〉 is rotated into a superpositionθi, j 〉 := cos θi, j |0〉 + sin θi, j |1〉 , (5)
where the θi, j are specified (to some given precision) within the binary string on
the horizontal lower edge of the lattice, i.e. the one encoding the number H; this is
repeated for two families of real numbers necessary to satisfy Lemma 10.
Of course, sincewedonot have an arbitrary gate set available, theTuringmachinewill have
to approximate the single qubit rotations, yielding only approximate angles
θ˜i, j 〉 ≈ θi, j 〉.
This is achieved by a standard application of Solovay-Kitaev; where we note that the target
rotation can be approximated to high precision, as the circuit depth of an SK-compiled
single-qubit gate is O(log4 ǫ−1) in the required target precision ǫ .
Wewill formalize this construction in the following technical lemma; a corollary of which
will be that the resulting Hamiltonian immediately satisfies Theorem 9.
Lemma 11. Let n ∈ N, and a polynomial p such that δ(n) = 1/exp p(n). Take two families
of real numbers {αi j }i, j∈{1,...,n}, {βi j }i, j∈{1,...,n}, and let ǫ > 0. Each αi j, βi j ∈ [0,∆2], as
well as ∆2 and ǫ , have bit precision Ξ ∈ N. Then the following exists. A spin lattice Λsim of
side length W × H, and interactions h(1), hhor, hvert, such that
1. H = exp poly(n,Ξ).
2. W = 2n + 2b for some b ∈ N, n < b/2, b ≥ ⌈log2 H⌉, b = poly(n,Ξ).
3. h(1), hhor, hvert are independent of W and H.
4. All terms have matrix entries ∈ S := {±1,±
√
2,±√i}.
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Define
HA :=
∑
i∈Λsim
h
(1)
(i) +
W−1∑
i=1
H∑
j=1
hhor(i, j),(i+1, j) +
W∑
i=1
H−1∑
j=1
hvert(i, j),(i, j+1),
and let |Ψi〉 be the eigenvectors of HA, with spectrum λ0 < λ1 < . . .. Denote with
Π ,Π ,Π ,Π four projectors onto four distinct local basis states. Then
1. ∆(HA) := λ1 − λ0 ≥ 1/poly b.
2. All eigenstates |Ψi〉 are product across a partition of the lattice Λsim = Λ × Λc,
where Λ is a right triangular cut of the lattice with non-hypotenuse side length b in
the lower left of Λsim, and Λ
c its complement.
3. Across this partition, all |Ψi〉 = |Φi〉 ⊗ |Ri〉 where the latter is a product state.
4. Π |R0〉 = 0, and Π |Φ0〉 = |Φ0〉.
5. |Φ0〉 = |φhist〉 ⊗ |φ 〉, such that the latter is a product state that factors like |φ 〉 =
|φ 〉 ⊗
φc〉, where |φ 〉 is defined on a square of side length n×n in the lower left ofΛ
(denoted Λ ), and
φc〉 on its complement; we have Π φc〉 = 0, and Π |φ 〉 = |φ 〉.
6. for all (i, j) ∈ Λ , we have
〈Ψ0 |Π(i, j) |Ψ0〉 = α˜i j and 〈Ψ0 | Π(i, j) |Ψ0〉 = β˜i j,
and such that |α˜i j − αi j/2∆2 | < ǫ/8∆2n2, and analogously for β˜i j .
We will prove Lemma 11 constructively in Sections 3.2 and 3.3; assuming such a Hamil-
tonian exists, it is straightforward to see that it also satisfies all the conditions in Theorem 9.
Theorem 9. Take HA from Lemma 11, and set P
(1)
= Π , P(2) = Π , P(3) = Π . Then
HA/∆(HA) has a spectral gap λ1 − λ0 = 1; and by construction the families of real numbers
{αi j }, {βi j } are approximated to precision δ ≤ ǫ/4∆2n2, by first rescaling each number by a
factor of 2 (which is where the discrepancy in the bound stems from in Lemma 11).
3.2 Tiling Layers
For a set of tiles T , we commonly associate a Hilbert spaceH = C |T | with every site; if the
original tiles have a pair of functions
f hor : T × T −→ {0, 1} f vert : T × T −→ {0, 1}
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which determine whether two tiles t1, t2 ∈ T can lie next to each other on the lattice
horizontally or vertically. Then the corresponding Hamiltonian interaction reads
hhor := 1 −
∑
t1,t2∈T
f hor(t1, t2) |t1, t2〉〈t1, t2 | hvert := 1 −
∑
t1,t2∈T
f vert(t1, t2) |t1, t2〉〈t1, t2 | .
The terms are simply projectors onto the orthogonal complement of the allowed pairs of
tiles, horizontally or vertically; as such, they are two-local by design and act on pairs of
qudits of local dimension |T |.
In addition to constraints on matching tiles, we can introduce one-local on-site projectors
with a negative (bonus) or a positive (penalty) coefficient; we assume those are represented by
a function f¯ (1) : T −→ R which analogously to above translate to the one-local interaction
term
h(1) :=
∑
t∈T
f (1)(t) |t〉〈t | .
Lemma 12 ([Bau+18a, Lem. 1&Cor. 2]). For a square lattice Λ and tileset T with tiling
rules f hor, f vert and bonus- and penalty terms f (1), define the tiling Hamiltonian
H(T ) :=
∑
i∈Λ
h(1) +
∑
i∼j
hhori, j +
∑
k∼l
hvertk,l ,
where i ∼ j sums over horizontally adjacent sites and k ∼ l over vertical ones. Then H(T ) is
diagonal, where each eigenvector represents a unique tiling configuration from T (including
mismatching tiles); the ground state of H(T ) is the highest net bonus tiling possible with the
weighted tiling rules.
We use a straightforward notation for the tiles in the following, where similar toWang tiles
the condition for a compatible placement for adjacent tiles is that their edge colors match.
3.2.1 Binary Counter
We define a tiling T1 that represents a binary counter, in the sense that the tiling pattern
for the 0th row represents the increasing binary sequence 02 = · · · 000, 12 = · · · 001, 22 =
· · · 010, . . .. To this end, we follow the construction of [Pat14; BP17], which utilizes seven
unique tiles:
bulk : 0 1 0 1
boundary : R B S
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S B B B B B
R 1 0 0 0 0
R 0 1 0 0 0
R 1 1 0 0 0
R 0 0 1 0 0
Figure 3: Binary counter tiling starting in the upper left corner; the height of the lattice will
be written out in binary at the bottom of the lattice, in big Endian bit order.
In addition to the implicit tiling conditions f hor and f vert defined by these tiles, we give a
bonus of 1/2 for the S-tile via f¯ (1). By Lemma 12, this means that the ground state of H(T1)
is unique, with an S tile in the upper left corner of the lattice as shown in Fig. 3; this ground
state has energy −1/2, and all other eigenvalues are ≥ 0.
We now add a copy of this tileset T ′
1
, mirroring each tile on the diagonal reaching from
the lower left to the upper right; the local Hilbert space will then simply be a tensor product
(C |T1 |)⊗2 of the original tiling Hilbert space of dimension |T1 |.
The result of the two stacked tiling lattices is a binary description of the lattice’s height H
written out at the bottom left of the lattice, in big Endian order; similarly, the second layer
produces a binary description of the lattice width W in binary, on the left edge and starting
at the bottom in big Endian order. Because there are two corner S tiles in the ground state,
each with a bonus of 1/2, the net bonus is 1.
3.2.2 Coloring the Triangle and Square
In order to create the triangular and square shapes outlined in Section 3.1, we define two
tilesets that are defined on the background laid out by T1 and T ′1 in the last section. We
leave the concrete set of tiles as an exercise to the reader, but emphasize that they are
straightforward to write down. The first new tileset, T2, will be used to draw a diagonal
yellow line starting from the 1 on the left lattice edge, offset at b from the lower left edge,
and continuing all the way down to the lower lattice edge. The tiles underneath the yellow
line are constrained to be marked in a yellow shade as well.
Similarly, T ′
2
is used to first draw a diagonal green line starting on the left edge at offset
n from the lower left lattice corner; the area below is shaded in green. To achieve that the
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2n
2b
H in binary
W = 2n + 2b
in binary
Figure 4: Triangle and square tiling pattern. The yellow triangle is created by tiles following
a diagonal, starting at the location of the binary 1 on the left lattice edge, offset
at position b from the lower left corner. Atop the yellow triangle, a similar
construction is used to mark a square of size n × n (shown in light green). On
the bottom edge, the height of the lattice is written out in binary; it will serve as
input to the simulating History State Hamiltonian in Section 3.3, which itself runs
on the yellow triangle, and simulates a target lattice Hamiltonian within the green
square.
entire square of side length n × n is marked in green, we can for instance single out the first
n rows and n columns and constrain them each to be in a marked configuration; the square
is than simply the intersection of these two rectangles.
3.3 History State Layers
We assume we are given a universal classical Turing machine M over a set of internal states
Q and tape alphabet A. This classical TM will serve as a “clock”, i.e. as the automaton
driving a quantum Thue system (QTS, see [BCO17, Def. 52]), which in turn will perform
the Hamiltonian simulation on Λsim.
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To this end, we add a Hilbert space Cd to each lattice vertex, large enough to contain all
transition rules for theTuringmachine and quantumThue system. Thismodel of computation
is known to be universal for the uniform family of quantum circuits constrained only by the
available space and time; i.e. in our case, where the tape space is dictated by the size of the
available lattice this computation will be space-bounded, with an up to exponentially-long
runtime in the available space (cf. [BCO17, Sec. 6.3&Lem. 59]).
We also know that once translated to a history state Hamiltonian, we can analyse and treat
the Hamiltonian as a unitary labelled graph (ULG, see [BCO17, Def. 35]), which by [BC18,
Th. 10] exhibit a spectral gap shrinking inverse quadratically in the graph’s diameter—under
the condition that the ULG representing the ground state of the associated Hamiltonian is
simple, which on the side of the encoded computation simply means that there are no loops
in the clock driving the QTS which lead to incompatible outcomes; as we can choose the
classical Turing machine that serves as clock this is guaranteed in our case.
The Hamiltonian associated to the QTS—which in turn represents a quantum computation
U = UTUT−1 · · ·U2U1—is a so-called history state Hamiltonian Hhist, with ground state
spanned by states of the form
|Ψ0〉 = 1√
T − 1
T∑
t=0
|t〉 |ψt〉 ∈ Hc ⊗ Hq, where |ψt〉 := UtUt−1 · · ·U2U1 |ψ0〉 , (6)
for some initial state |ψ0〉 ∈ Hq. By adding a penalty term of the form |0〉〈0| ⊗ Πin, where
Π
in
= 1 −
ψin〉〈ψin for some initial configuration ψin〉 ∈ Hq, we can ensure that the groud
state of Hhist is unique and such that |ψ0〉 =
ψin〉—i.e. the computation encoded in the
ground state is correctly initialized.
In order to define the QTS transition rules and for consistency of notation, we will define
the following set of tiles, representing two copies of the Turing machine symbols ai ∈ A:
Set 1 : a1 a2 · · · a|A|
Set 2 : a1 a2 · · · a|A|
The head of the Turing machine will sit between tiles from Set 1 and 2, by defining, for each
internal state qi ∈ Q, the head tiles
Set 3 :
qi
a1
qi
a2 · · ·
qi
a|A|
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such that the head state lies above the tape. For instance, for a binary alphabet, one particular
time configuration of said Turing machine could be
0 1 1 1 0
q
1
1 1 0
In this way, horizontally, and by construction, there can only ever be a single TM head; this
can be enforced with a regular expression as in [GI09].
If the local tile space is again defined as Hc ⊗ Hq for the overall tileset T and quantum
space Hq, a transition for this Turing machine from two neighbouring tiles t1t2 to tiles s1s2
is then simply defined by a local Hamiltonian term
h := (|t1t2〉 − |s1s2〉)(〈t1t2 | − 〈s1s2 |) ⊗ 1
Werewe to allow theQTS to perform a quantum operation onHq, e.g. a unitaryU ∈ SU(Hq),
then we write
hU := (|t1t2〉〈t1t2 | + |s1s2〉〈s1s2 |) ⊗ 1 − |t1t2〉〈s1s2 | ⊗ U† − |s1s2〉〈t1t2 | ⊗ U.
All this is standard and well-studied; it is obvious how to translate the TM’s evolution within
a horizontal section of the lattice into such transition terms.
Whatweneed to address explicitly is how tomap a one-dimensional TM to twodimensions,
i.e. onto the yellow triangular subsection of Λsim as shown in Fig. 4, as we need to write out
a specific two-dimensional pattern of phases as required by Lemma 11. In order to achieve
this, note how we specified the TMs tiles such that the top color was always black and the
bottom one grey. We duplicate the tiles with those colors switched, e.g.
q
1
We write the transition terms such that the TMs direction of “left” and “right” are inter-
changed, depending on whether the head is currently on an even or odd layer. What is left is
to specify how the TM head can be turned around, should it bounce into a specific boundary
tile.
This is straightforward; if the red vertical edge delineates the left boundary of the triangular
section in Fig. 4, we add the two-local transition terms
R
q1
b
a
R c d
7−→
q′
2 b
′ a
R c d
7−→
R b′ a
q′′
2 c d
7−→
R b′ a
R
q2
c d
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that correspond to a “left” move of the TM when it is in state q1, reads b, and writes b
′.
Similar terms can easily be added for switching layers on the right side of the tape, and it is
obvious how this can be extended to non-straight boundaries (e.g. for the triangular patch
constructed in Section 3.2.2).
The history state Hamiltonian encoding a given QTS Q we denote with Hhist(Q).
3.4 Grid Simulator QTS
Lemma 13. Let n ∈ N, ǫ > 0, and take two families of real numbers A = {αi j }i, j∈{1,...,n},
B = {βi j }i, j∈{1,...,n}. Each αi j, βi j ∈ [0,∆2], as well as ∆2 and ǫ , have bit precision Ξ ∈ N.
Then there exists b′ ∈ N, b′ = poly(n,Ξ), and a 2-local poly-time terminating QTS with
space bound b′, which on input (A, B,∆2, ǫ) written out in binary on the initial string, writes
out a quantum state
|Θ〉 :=
b⊗
i=1
i⊗
j=1

α˜i j〉 β˜i j 〉 si, j 〉 i, j ≤ nri, j 〉 otherwise,
where ‖ |α˜i j〉 − |αi j〉 /∆2‖ ≤ ǫ/4∆2n2, and where |αi j〉 is defined in eq. (5); analogously
for | β˜i j〉; and the |ri, j 〉 , |si, j〉 remain unspecified.
Proof. We first note that the input size |(A, B,∆2, ǫ)| ≤ (2n2 + 2)Ξ = poly(n,Ξ). By the
Solovay-Kitaev theorem, any rotation gate Ri, j |0〉 =
αi j 〉 can be approximated to precision
δ in T = O(log4 δ−1) many steps from a finite universal gateset [DN05]; where we require
δ =
ǫ
4∆2n
2
and thus T = O
(
log4
∆2n
2
ǫ
)
= O
(
log4 n, log4
1
ǫ
,Ξ4
)
= poly(log4 n,Ξ)
as necessarily ∆2, ǫ
−1 ≤ 2Ξ. Since we need to perform 2n2 of these rotations, overall we
require T ′ = poly(n,Ξ) many steps. The rest of the claim follows from the fact that quantum
Thue systems are a universal computational model, even when restricted to two-local rules,
and by choosing b = poly n large enough for the at most polynomial runtime and space
overhead from implementing the computation as a quantum Thue system.
Corollary 14. Define
HA = H(T1) + H(T ′1 ) + H(T2) + H(T ′2 ) + Hhist(Q),
where T1,T ′1 ,T2,T ′2 are the tilesets defined in Section 3.2, and H(T ) for a tileset is given in
Lemma 12; Hhist(Q) is the history state Hamiltonian implementing the QTS from Lemma 13,
as defined in Section 3.3. Then HA satisfies Lemma 11.
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Proof. Both the triangular and square colored region in Fig. 4 can be associated with local
projectors Π ,Π . In order to obtain the required local projectors Π and Π , we define them
for each lattice site (i, j) ∈ Λ via
Π
(i, j)
:= |T〉〈T | ⊗ |i, j〉〈i, j | and Π(i, j) := |T〉〈T | ⊗ |i, j〉〈i, j | ,
where |T〉〈T | signals that the QTS computation from Lemma 13 is done (which is locally
checkable), and |i, j〉 or |i, j〉 are a specific local state we “blink” on and off for precisely half
of the time steps in the computation (for an explicit construction see [Bau+18b, Lem. 16]).
The Hamiltonian associated to the QTS is a history state Hamiltonian, as described at
the start of Section 3.3. The overlap of Π and Π thus equals (T/2)/T = 1/2, and for the
history state |Ψ0〉 we get
〈Ψ0 |Π(i, j) |Ψ0〉 =
α˜i j
2
and 〈Ψ0 | Π(i, j) |Ψ0〉 =
β˜i j
2
.
By [BC18, Th. 10] the spectral gap ∆(HA) ∼ 1/T ′2 = 1/poly b. The rest of the claim follows
by construction.
4 Simulating Translationally-Invariant Hamiltonians
In order to simulate a translationally-invariant Hamiltonian, it suffices to approximate the
local terms in a periodic fashion over the underlying square lattice Λsim. This is straightfor-
ward in our current construction, and will mostly hinge on modifying the QTS in the history
state to be dovetailed by a computation that simply repeats the creation of the family of k × k
numbers {αi j }, {βi j } in a periodic fashion—i.e. for n × n blocks of size k × k—across the
entire lattice (instead of being restricted to the lower left corner of Λsim).
Without going through the entire construction in rigorous detail as before, we give a
proof outline in the following, and leave the gaps to be filled by the reader. We start with a
modification of Lemma 13 which adds a dovetailed procedure that loops the creation of the
field of real numbers across the entire lattice grid Λsim.
Lemma 15. Let n ∈ N, ǫ > 0, and take two families of real numbers A = {αi j }i, j∈{1,...,k },
B = {βi j }i, j∈{1,...,k } for some constant k ∈ N. Each αi j, βi j ∈ [0,∆2], as well as n, ∆2 and
ǫ , have bit precision Ξ ∈ N. Then there exists a 2-local poly-time terminating QTS, which
on input (A, B,∆2, ǫ, n) written out in binary on the initial string, writes out a quantum state
|Θ〉 :=
⊗
(i, j)∈Λsim

α˜i mod n, j mod n〉 β˜i mod n, j mod n〉 si, j 〉 for i, j ≤ nkri, j 〉 otherwise,
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where ‖ |α˜i j〉 − |αi j〉 /∆2‖ ≤ ǫ/4∆2n2, and where |αi j〉 is defined in eq. (5); analogously
for | β˜i j〉; and the |ri, j 〉 remain unspecified.
Proof. The QTS performs the same operations as in Lemma 13 to recreate a k × k grid of
real numbers {α˜i j }, { β˜i j }; yet once it is done, it copies the (classical) input (A, B,∆2, ǫ) to a
new k × k grid square and recreates the same families of angles there. This is repeated until
n × n patches of k × k numbers are filled.
While we will require an overhead to create a single k × k patch that will protrude into
other patches, we can always demand that the QTS uncomputes the slack space and restores
it to a clean ancilla state for the computation of the next patch.
The runtime of the entire procedure is upper-bounded by poly(T ′n2), where T ′ =
poly(k,Ξ) is the runtime from Lemma 13 to create a single k × k patch of numbers.
This modified computation allows us to formulate a variant of Lemma 11 for simulating
a translationally-invariant target system.
Lemma 16. Let n ∈ N, ǫ > 0, and take two families of real numbers {αi j }i, j∈{1,...,k } and
{βi j }i, j∈{1,...,k }, for k ∈ N constant. Each αi j, βi j ∈ [0,∆2], as well as ∆2 and ǫ , have bit
complexity Ξ ∈ N. Then the following exists. A spin lattice Λsim of side length W × H, and
interactions h(1), hhor, hvert,
1. H = exp poly(k,Ξ)
2. W = 2k + 2b for some a, b ∈ N, k < b/2,
3. h(1), hhor, hvert are independent of W and H,
and with matrix entries and HA as defined in Lemma 11. Denote with Π ,Π two projectors
onto two distinct local basis states. Define HA as in Lemma 11. Then
1. ∆(HA) ≥ 1/poly(n, k,Ξ).
6. for all (i, j) ∈ Λsim, we have for all i, j ≤ nk,
〈Ψ0 | Π(i, j) |Ψ0〉 = α˜i mod k, j mod k and 〈Ψ0 | Π(i, j) |Ψ0〉 = β˜i mod k, j mod k,
and such that |α˜i j − αi j/2∆2 | < ǫ/8∆2n2, and analogously for β˜i j .
Proof. We take the TM constructed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 to calculate a k × k-sized patch
of coefficients given by the two families of real numbers, and encoded by the side length of
the lattice. The difference is that the QTS constructed in Lemma 15 periodically creates this
k × k patch of numbers across the entire lattice Λsim by ignoring the underlying tiling square
and triangle, and simply recreates all the encoded numbers (αi′, j′, βi′, j′) on sites i′ = i mod k,
j ′ = j mod k. The rest of the claim follows as in Lemma 11.
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Weemphasize that the local dimension of the latticemodel is—while finite—not restricted;
as such, any overhead due to the necessarily more-complicated encoded QTS can be captured
by simply increasing the local dimension of the simulating spin lattice Λsim.
As a consequence, we get the following corollary, vaguely phrased on purpose.
Corollary 17. There exist universal translationally-invariant Hamiltonians which can sim-
ulate a translationally-invariant Htarget with an at most polynomial spatial overhead.
5 Qubit Interactions
In this section we consider qubit interactions restricted to the edges of a translationally-
invariant interaction graph. First we extend the work of [OT08] to higher dimensions,
introducing the notion of geometric locality, and showing that interactions on a (hyper-)cubic
lattice can efficiently simulate all geometrially local Hamiltonians in the same number of
spatial dimensions.
Thenwe go further to show that the same result holds for simulator Hamiltonians restricted
to any translationally-invariant graph.
5.1 Spatial Sparsity and Geometric Locality
In [OT08], Oliveira and Terhal proved that the local Hamiltonian problem is QMA-complete,
even for 2-local Hamiltonians with an interaction graph to the edges of a square lattice. They
did this by first showing directly that the local Hamiltonian problem for Hamiltonians with
a spatially sparse interaction graph is QMA-complete, where they defined a spatially sparse
interaction graph as in Definition 18. They then showed that all spatially sparse local
Hamiltonians can be simulated by Hamiltonians on a square lattice using a constant number
of rounds of perturbation theory – thereby keeping the strength of the interactions O(poly(n)).
We will identify some implicit assumptions in the definition of spatial sparsity, which are
required in order for the proof that they can be simulated by 2D square lattice Hamiltonians
to go through.
Definition 18 (Spatial sparsity [OT08]). A spatially sparse interaction (hyper-)graph G is
defined as a (hyper-)graph in which
i) every vertex participates in O(1) hyperedges,
ii) there is a straight-line drawing in the plane such that every hyperedge overlaps with
O(1) other hyperedges
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iii) the surface covered by every hyperedge is O(1).
We observe that this definition seems a bit problematic, in particular condition iii) “the
surface covered by every hyperedge is O(1)” (for hyperedges involving only two vertices
(i.e. a normal edge), we interpret condition iii) to mean “the length of every edge is O(1)”).
There are two problems here: first, any graph can trivially satisfy this condition simply by
rescaling the entire graph and pushing all the vertices very close together (and this will not
affect the other conditions i) and ii)). This clearly seems like “cheating”, and there must
be an implicit assumption that this is not allowed. Indeed this assumption is crucial when
simulating a spatially sparse Hamiltonian on a square lattice, because the first step is to place
a square grid over the graph, and then snap vertices to the nearest grid point, choosing a
small enough grid spacing such that each vertex moves to a unique grid point. This is not
possible with Ω(1) grid spacing if there are many vertices very close together in an area of
o(1) size.
Second, even with this implicit assumption, this condition does not seem to match what
can be simulated with a constant number of rounds of perturbation theory. Consider an
interaction between three vertices located in the plane at coordinates (−n, 0), (0, 1/n), and
(n, 0). The surface covered by this hyperedge is the area of this triangle 1
2
2n × 1
n
= 1, but
the distance between each pair of vertices is ≥ n. Therefore simulating this interaction
with the subdivision gadgets we have will take more than a constant number of rounds of
perturbation theory. To avoid this problem, the condition should be rephrased as “each
hyperedge is contained in a ball of O(1) radius” or equivalently “each qudit only interacts
with other qudits at most O(1) distance away”.
We therefore propose the following alternative property, which we call geometric locality,
in order to avoid these problems as well as generalising the property to dimensions of
Euclidean space higher than 2.
Definition 19 (Geometric locality). A collection of (hyper-)graphs embedded in RD are
geometrically local if there exist constants c,C ∈ R such that for each (hyper-)graph,
i) there are no more than c vertices in any ball of radius 1, and
ii) there are no (hyper-)edges between vertices that are more than distance C apart.
We say that a family of Hamiltonians is geometrically local in RD , if their interaction
(hyper-)graphs are geometrically local inRD. The definition of geometric locality therefore
captures the idea of a Hamiltonian without long-range interactions by condition ii), while
ensuring that one cannot “cheat” by putting a large number of particles into the same space
by condition i).
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Notice that the first two conditions of the spatial sparsity definition now follow from the
definition of geometric locality! Since each vertex in a geometrically local hypergraph only
participates in hyperedges with vertices in an O(1) sized ball and there are at most O(1)
vertices in any O(1) sized ball, each vertex can participate in at most O(1) hyperedges. And
each hyperedge can intersect at most O(1) other hyperedges. Furthermore each hyperedge
can involve at most O(1) vertices (another important condition, assumed implicit when
discussing local Hamiltonians in the definition of spatial sparsity).
5.2 Hypercubic Lattice
Lemma 20. LetS be either {X X+YY } or {X X+YY+Z Z}. Then the family of Hamiltonians
with geometrically local interaction hypergraphs embedded in RD (for D ≥ 2) can be
efficiently simulated by S-Hamiltonians, even when the interaction graph of the simulator
Hamiltonian is a degree 3 subgraph of the hypercubic lattice in RD .
Proof. We first note that any geometrically local family of Hamiltonians must be k-local for
k = O(1), since each qudit can only interact with those in an O(1) ball around it, and there
can only be O(1) other qudits in such a ball. By Theorem 5, we know that S-Hamiltonians
can efficiently simulate k-local Hamiltonians, when k = O(1). Furthermore, since the proof
method only uses local gadgets, the interaction graph of the simulator Hamiltonian is also
geometrically local in RD.
Then it will suffice to simulate geometrically local S-Hamiltonians. The following
argument adapts the proof in [OT08] for the D = 2 case, and uses the perturbative gadgets
from Lemma 8. We use the subdivision gadget on each edge to isolate high degree vertices.
Then the degree of a vertex of degree d > 3 can be reduced by using the fork gadget O(log d)
times in series. Doing this for all vertices in parallel results in a simulator Hamiltonian with
a degree 3 geometrically local interaction graph in RD .
Now place a fine (hyper-)cubic lattice over the interaction graph inRD , and snap vertices
to the nearest grid point. Since there at most O(1) vertices in a ball of constant volume, at
most O(1) vertices will snap to each grid point. Therefore decreasing the grid spacing by
a constant multiplicative factor will allow all of the vertices to be locally reassigned to a
unique point on the hypercubic lattice. Each vertex has only moved by a constant distance
so the interaction graph remains geometrically local.
We now snap each edge in the interaction graph to a path along edges of the hypercubic
lattice. We intend to simulate this interaction using multiple applications of the subdivision
gadget along this path, but first we must ensure that no two paths overlap. Because there are
at most O(1) edges in a ball of constant volume, each path can overlap with at most O(1)
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other paths. By decreasing the grid spacing by a further constant factor if necessary, there
will be enough space to locally re-route each path so that no two paths overlap.
We now simulate each interaction along one of these paths using multiple applications
of the subdivision gadget. Since each path is at most O(1) in length, this takes only O(1)
rounds of perturbation theory, and so the weights are at most polynomially large.
Finally we note that when D = 2, it will not always be possible to reroute paths so that
they do not cross. This problem can be solved using the crossing gadget from Lemma 8.
5.3 Translationally-Invariant Graphs
We have shown that S-Hamiltonians can efficiently simulate all geometrically local Hamil-
tonians in RD , even when restricted to the edges of the hypercubic lattice in RD . We will
show that there is nothing special about the hypercubic lattice, and that this result holds for
any connected, translationally-invariant graph in RD .
Definition 21. Let G be a graph embedded inRD . We say that G is translationally invariant
if there exists a basis {|vi〉}Di=1 for RD such that G is invariant with respect to a translation
by |vi〉 for any i ∈ {1, . . . , D}.
This notion of translationally-invariant graphs is slightly more general than the standard
definition of a lattice in which every vertex must be at a location
∑D
i=1 ki |vi〉, for some basis
|vi〉 where all ki ∈ Z.
Before we prove the main result of this section about simulating generic Hamiltoni-
ans on translationally-invariant graphs, we must first prove the following lemma about
translationally-invariant graphs in RD . Recall that a graph H is a minor of G if H can be
obtained by deleting edges and vertices and contracting edges.
Lemma 22. Let G be a connected translationally-invariant graph embedded in RD . Then
the hypercubic lattice is a minor of G. Furthermore, this happens in a regular way: there
exists a connected subgraph T and a basis {|wi〉}Di=1 such that if each translation of T
with respect to {|wi〉}Di=1 is contracted to a single vertex, we obtain a graph which has the
hypercubic lattice as a subgraph. There is a deterministic algorithm to find such a T and
the basis {|wi〉}Di=1.
Figure 5 shows how Lemma 22 applies to the hexagonal lattice in 2D. Here T contains
just two vertices. Each quadrilateral with dashed edges contains a translation of T .
Proof. We identify each vertex x ∈ G with the vector |x〉 ∈ RD representing its location in
the embedding in RD .
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Figure 5: The hexagonal lattice is isomorphic to a square lattice where each vertex has been
replaced by two vertices in a subgraph T . Each translation of T is coloured blue,
and edges between translations of T are coloured red.
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Note that the first statement, that the hypercubic lattice is a minor of G, follows from the
rest of the Lemma. Let {|vi〉}Di=1 be the basis of RD with respect to which the graph is
invariant. We will show how to find an alternative basis {|wi〉}Di=1 and a finite connected
subgraph T , such that the graph is also invariant with respect to this basis, and that for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , D}, T and T + |wi〉 have one edge connecting them and that
T
⋂(
T +
D∑
i=1
ki |wi〉
)
= ∅ for any (k1, . . . , kD) ∈ ZD/{0D}
We prove that this subgraph T exists by induction on j, the number of i for which this
condition holds with each step.
Pick any vertex u ∈ G and let T0 = u. Now let 0 ≤ j ≤ D, and assume that we have a
linearly independent set of vectors {|wi〉} ji=1 and a connected graph Tj such that Tj is disjoint
with Tj +
∑j
i=1
ki |wi〉 for all k ∈ Zj/{0j }; and that there is an edge between Tj and Tj + |wi〉
for all i ≤ j.
Let Sj be the surface effectively spanned by the Tj , defined as:
Sj =
⋃
k∈Z j
(
Tj +
j∑
i=1
ki |wi〉
)
and let sj ≥ 0 be the largest integer such that Sj intersects Sj +
vj+1〉.
Find a shortest path pj between Tj and
⋃
m>s j
(
Sj + m
vj+1〉) . Let x be the first vertex
along this path (starting from Tj) which intersects with a translation of either pj or Tj in the
positive
vj+1〉 direction; that is, x is a vertex which is in pj and also in
(pj ∪ Tj) + lj+1
vj+1〉 + j∑
i=1
li |wi〉 for some l ∈ Zj+1 with lj+1 > sj .
Then let p′
j
be the path pj up to but not including the vertex x (in the direction starting
from Tj ) and set
Tj+1 = Tj ∪ p′j and
w j+1〉 = lj+1 vj+1〉 + j∑
i=1
li |wi〉 .
There is an edge between Tj+1 and Tj+1 + |wi〉 for all i ≤ j, by the induction hypothesis
that the same condition holds for Tj . By definition of p
′
j
, there is also an edge from Tj+1 to
Tj+1 +
w j+1〉.
We need to check that Tj+1 does not intersect with any translations of itself. We will do
this for Tj and p
′
j
separately.
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1. Tj
⋂ (
Tj +
∑ j+1
i=1
ki |wi〉
)
for k , 0j+1
If k j+1 = 0, then this intersection is empty by the inductive hypothesis. If k j+1 , 0,
then this intersection is empty because
w j+1〉 = lj+1 vj+1〉+∑ji=1 li |wi〉 and lj+1 > sj ,
the largest integer such that Sj ∩ Sj + sj
vj+1〉 is non-empty.
2. p′
j
⋂ (
Tj +
∑ j+1
i=1
ki |wi〉
)
for k , 0j+1
The path pj will not intersect with any translation of Tj because it is a shortest path
between the surfaces Sj and Sj +
w j+1〉.
3. p′
j
⋂ (
p′
j
+
∑ j+1
i=1
ki |wi〉
)
for k , 0j+1
By the definition of p′
j
, this intersection is empty for k j+1 > 0. And it is also empty
for k j+1 < 0, by a symmetric argument.
So now suppose for a contradiction that pj and pj +
∑ j
i=1
ki |wi〉 intersect at a vertex
y. Then since both paths are shortest paths between Sj and Sj +
w j+1〉, y must be
at the same position along the two paths (equal to the distance from Sj). But since
one path is a translation of the other, we must have y = y +
∑j
i=1
ki |wi〉, which is a
contradiction.
This inductive proof gives a deterministic iterative process by which one can construct a
subgraph T and the basis {|wi〉}Di=1.
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section:
Theorem 2 (restated). Let G be a connected translationally-invariant graph embedded in
RD for D ≥ 2. Let S be {X X + YY + Z Z} or {X X + YY }. Then SG-Hamiltonians are
universal and can efficiently simulate all geometrically local Hamiltonians in RD .
Proof. Recall that by Lemma 20, S-Hamiltonians can efficiently simulate all geometrically
local Hamiltonians in RD, even when restricted to the edges of a degree 3 subgraph of the
hypercubic lattice inRD . And that by Theorem 6, S-Hamiltonians are universal even when
restricted to the edges of a 2D square lattice, which is a subgraph of the hypercubic lattice
in RD for all D ≥ 2.
It therefore remains to show thatSG -Hamiltonians can efficiently simulate anyS-Hamiltonian
H whose interactions are restricted to a degree 3 subgraph F of the hypercubic lattice. We
will show that one can subdivide the edges of F to obtain a subgraph of G. With the
subdivision gadgets of Lemma 8, this will suffice to prove the claim.
By Lemma 22 there exists a subgraph T ⊆ G and a basis {|wi〉}Di=1 such that for all k ∈ ZD,
the subgraphs T(k) = T + ∑Di=1 ki |wi〉 are disjoint and there is an edge between T(k) and
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T(m) in G if there is an edge between k and m in the hypercubic lattice. The subgraph T and
the basis {|wi〉}Di=1 can be found using the constructive proof of Lemma 22 in time which
depends only on G (and not on the target Hamiltonian H or its interaction graph F).
Since F is a degree 3 subgraph of the hypercubic lattice, k shares an edge with at most
three other vertices k(1), k(2), k(3) in F. Let x1, x2, x3 be the three vertices in T(k) which
have an edge with T(k(1)),T(k(2)),T(k(3)) respectively. We will identify each vertex k ∈ F
with the central point y(k) in T(k) such that there are three non-overlapping paths from y(k)
to each xi. To see that such a central vertex y exists for any three vertices x1, x2, x3 in a finite
connected graph T , first consider a path from x1 to x2 and then consider the shortest path
from x3 to this path. The point where these two paths meet is such a central vertex.
We have now identified each vertex k ∈ F with a vertex y(k) ∈ G such that for each edge
(k,m) ∈ F there is a corresponding path form y(k) to y(m) in G, and that none of these paths
overlap. Using the subdivision gadgets of Lemma 8, we can simulate an h interaction along
each of these paths, to simulate the whole Hamiltonian H.
Since T contains only finitely many vertices (independent of n, the number of qubits of
the target Hamiltonian H), finding the central vertex for each translation of T takes O(1)
time, and so finding all such central vertices takes timeO(n). Furthermore, each edge in F is
subdivided at most O(1) times and so only O(1) rounds of perturbation theory are required
and thus the simulation is efficient.
6 Discussion
In this work we have shown that translationally-invariant interactions suffice to define uni-
versal Hamiltonian simulators. Naturally—due to parameter counting—the size of the
simulated target Hamiltonian is at most polylogarithmic in the size of the simulator; or in
other words, there is an at least exponential spacial overhead present when simulating a
non-translationally-invariant Hamiltonian with a translationally-invariant one. Indeed, if the
target Hamiltonian itself features translational symmetry, the overhead is at most polynomial,
as shown in Section 4.
In addition to the parameter counting overhead we also need to scale Λsim in accordance
with the simulation precision; for fixed accuracy, the overhead just mentioned suffices. Yet
since we need to be able to simulate a target system to arbitrary precision, the overhead of
the simulating Hamiltonian’s system size could be accordingly larger.
While our construction demonstrates that many-body localization and similar effects
(in fact, any many-body effect) present in lattice systems without translational symmetry
can be simulated in a translationally-invariant fashion, we again emphasize that due to the
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exponential space overhead the sector of the global Hilbert space in which these effects occur
is itself doubly-exponentially small. This effect is often generic in models with many-body
localization [PL19]; yet in our case it is an effect of the simulator’s overhead, not intrinsic
to the physics describing the target Hamiltonian.
Instead of simulating a specific non-translationally-invariant Hamiltonian, one can of
course obtain a source of (pseudo-) randomness in a simpler fashion: just like how the
history state Hamiltonian in Section 3.3 is used to extract a background field of real numbers
{(ai, bi)}i∈Λ —which condition the coupling strengths of the target Hamiltonian—we can
use the universal computational capabilities of the encoded Turing machine to produce a
field of pseudo-random numbers from a small initial seed (e.g. obtained from the system size,
and calculated by a Mersenne Twister). Like that, the entire lattice area of Λ ∼ can be used
to reproduce effects of many-body localization. As it seems arguable that true randomness
is required to observe many-body localization effects, this would result in a translationally-
invariant lattice which, within its low-energy sector, reproduces a local Hamiltonian with
randomly-varying coupling strengths across the spin lattice, and thus all observable effects
emerging from this setup.
There are several open questions. The first one is whether a similar universality result
holds for translationally-invariant spin chains. Since perturbation gadgets do not work
in one dimension, we need to resort to different proof techniques. Another question left
open is that of optimizing the polynomial/exponential overhead necessary in the number of
qudits, as well as optimizing the local dimension; this question is of particular importance
in case a simulation reduction is to be used in an actual experimental or numerical study
setup. Secondly, apart from translational invariance, there are of course other symmetries—
such as mirror symmetry, or discrete rotational symmetries. It is known that the local
Hamiltonian problem for translationally-invariant spin chains remains QMAEXP-hard in the
mirror-symmetric setting [GI09, Ch. 6]; yet how a universal Hamiltonian can emerge from
this setup is not immediately obvious. Finally it would of course be desirable to reduce the
local dimension to be as low as possible while still retaining universality.
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